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For Those Who Don’t Read Instructions:  

A Winlink Peer-to-Peer (P2P) message must be both CREATED as a P2P message and SENT using P2P operating 

mode session.  However, it’s still a really good idea to read the rest of these instructions…   

Setting up Winlink Express for Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Message 

New Message Window 

Select Peer-to-Peer Message from the pull-down menu for the type of message to be sent.   

For this practice drill, use KM6RTE as the To: addressee.  Use only one addressee and do not to include any 

additional To: addressees.   

In the message subject line, type in “P2P Test Message from >your call sign<”, or something similar.  By including 

your call sign in the subject line, it will help the receiving station keep track of all of its incoming and outgoing 

messages.   

For the body of the message, type in something like: “Greetings via Winlink using my radio”, “Hello World”, or 

similar short message.  For message brevity, please do not include any attachments (e.g., forms).  

Then select Post to Outbox.  

Selecting Operating Mode 

Set the operating mode to Packet P2P, and then select Open Session.    
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Completing Session Window  

Simple P2P Message.  In the Packet Peer-to-Peer Session window, from Connection type pull down, select Direct, 

and then type in KM6RTE as your destination station.  This will send a direct (“P2P”) message to KM6RTE (e.g., 

single “hop”).   

 

Using a Relay Station. If you want to send your message to a station that you can’t directly communicate with, 

you can utilize a closer, nearby Winlink RMS Gateway station as a relay, provided it is close enough to 

communicate directly with and operates on the same frequency (i.e., 145.090 MHz) as the message destination 

station.  Your message will then be forwarded from the nearby station (acting as a relay) to the destination station 

(e.g., double “hop”).   
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The map below shows the locations of the relay and drill operations stations that can be used during this drill, 

provided they can be reached from your location, and are operational.  

 

Key to the ability of Winlink RMS Gateways to act as a P2P relay is these stations use a common frequency (i.e., 

145.090 MHz), and that they have selected “Enable Digipeat” functionality in the RMS Packet software that runs 

the Gateway.  

Note: It is hoped that in future practice drills, additional Winlink RMS Gateways will be available throughout 

Orange County, and operate at a common frequency in order to create a network of P2P relays in the advent that 

the internet is not available at these locations.   
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Sending Your Message 

In order to make sure that there isn’t ongoing traffic on the frequency, please make sure that you listen to the 

frequency 10 – 15 seconds to ensure that it is clear before selecting Start to send your message through your 

radio.  If you are successful in connecting with the Winlink Station, and you have a message in your Outbox, Winlink 

will start to transmit it.  You will see a series of WinLink station dialog messages appear in the session window, 

and once your message is sent (and/or one is received), the session will end with: “*** Disconnected at 2021 ...”   

Receiving a Reply Message 

Please allow up to 20 minutes for an acknowledgement reply message to be sent back to you.  Shorter response 

times are anticipated, however due to the unknown level of traffic it is difficult to anticipate expected response 

times. 

Simple P2P Message.  To check on your incoming reply message, open the Packet Peer-to-Peer Session window 

again with same settings as before, and after checking that the frequency is clear, select Start.  If you are successful 

in connecting, you will see a set of Winlink station dialog messages, including that an incoming message was 

received (or not, if it hasn’t been sent yet), and the session will end with: “*** Disconnected at 2021 …”   

Using a Relay Station.  If you’re expecting an incoming message that will utilize a relay station (e.g., reply to a 

message that you sent out using a relay station), it is generally best practice to keep your P2P session window 

open and active while waiting for an incoming message.  This will enable the relay station to connect to your 

station and “push” the reply message back to you.   

 

 

That’s it!  Have fun and enjoy!   


